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ABSTRACT
CDISC, FDA and PMDA have corresponding validation rules to check the internal logics, relationships
and data quality of the submitted study data. NMPA (National Medical Products Administration of China)
released the Guideline for Drug Clinical Trial Data Submission (Provisional) on July 20th, 2020, but no
validation rules accompanied. C3C (CDISC China Coordinate Committee) has extracted a series of
verification rules from this guideline for conformance checking. This paper will introduce a SAS macro
solution on how to do conformance checking based on those C3C validation rules for NMPA.

INTRODUCTION
Regulatory agencies have strict conformance rules for submitted study data to speed up the review
process for drug applications. Here is the current conformance rules status for agencies:
Agency

SDTM

ADaM

TCG

Notes

CDISC

Yes: IG 3.2, 3.3

Yes: IG
1.1,1.2

No

Universal,

Yes: Business rules and
Validation rules

No

Yes

Yes: Validation rules

No

FDA

PMDA

CORE (CDISC Open Rules Engine)
(CDISC, 2021)
In the long run, follow CDISC
(FDA, 2021)
Yes

In the long run, follow CDISC
(PMDA, 2019)

NMPA

No: C3C made a
proposal

No

No

In the long run, follow CDISC
(NMPA, 2020)

NMPA published the data submission guideline but haven’t published the validation rules yet. Inside the
guidelines there are many rules written in the requirement. C3C studied this guideline and proposed 40
validation rules from it. In the future, NMPA is very likely to publish its own TCG (Technical Conformance
Guide) and may issue the Chinese version of validation rules.
There are many choices for conformance checking software, such as Pinnacle 21 Enterprise
(Commercial) and Community, SAS CST (Clinical Standards Toolkit), MySEND, OpenV(to be published),
Openchecks (in development), CDISC CORE (CDISC Open Rules Engine, in development), and
XML4PHARMA’s Smart Dataset-XML Viewer. Those tools are good at CDISC, FDA and PMDA validation
rules. For NMPA validation rules, as Chinese characters are in difference encoding (GB2312, UTF-8, or
EUC-CN) other than ASCII, and xpt v8 is acceptable, there are challenges for those tools: many of them
do not support xpt v8, and some of the English validation rules cannot be fluently translated into Chinese.
Above available tools are used to do conformance checking after SDTM datasets are created and
converted to SAS Transport Format (aka xpt datasets). In the daily work of Statistical Programmers, there
is also needs for doing the checking during the creation process of SDTM datasets, to avoid the backand-forth conversion between xpt and datasets. SAS macro solution can be used at any stage which
make it super better than others.
On the meantime, SAS support Chinese perfectly, so we think SAS Macro solution is another good
option, plus it supports customization easily if there are additional checking needs aside from standard
conformance rules.
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VALIDATION PROCESS
The macro design requirements are listed below after thorough analysis of programming needs:
1) Support the m5 folder structure of sdtm datasets as illustrated below:

Display 1. Validation Process

2) Support SAS7BDAT datasets during the sdtm creation process.
3) Report display should be similar to available tools to minimize the learning time.
4) Easily extensible by adding additional custom rules.

The NMPA rules are further analyzed and categorized into 5 types:
1) Required files and file format.
2) Datasets related.
3) Variables related.
4) DM (Demographics).
5) Define.xml related.
Those 5 types of rules are listed as below:

Display 2a. Required files and file format
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Display 2b. Datasets related

Display 2c. Variables related

Display 2d. DM (Demographics)

Display 2e. Define.xml related
For type 1 to 4, it’s very straight forward for developing SAS macros.
For type 5 define.xml related rules validation, we need use SAS to import define.xml file into SAS datasets first and
then do the rules checking.
SAS has an XML Mapper that can do this job. First use XML Mapper to create a map file, as shown below:
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Display 3a. Define.map

Then use below SAS code the read in the define.xml file to SAS datasets:

Display 3b. SAS code to read define.xml

Imported dataset ItemGroupDef looks like below:

Display 3c. SAS dataset read from define.xml

VALIDATION ISSUES REPORT
Users are used to the reporting style of summary and detailed findings. The report design follows the
same principle.
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Display 4a. Validation Issues Report, Summary

Display 4b. Validation Issues Report, Details

ODS EXCEL destination are perfect fit for this reporting style. Two results structured as above summary
and detailed reports come up naturally, as SAS Programmers are so good at PROC REPORT.
Sample SAS code as below. We’re pretty sure that readers can develop more fancy macros than ours.
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Display 5. Sample SAS code

GUI TOOLS - NMPA COMPLIANT VALIDATOR
To minimize user input, we create a GUI which take the xpt files folder as input, one button be clicked to
generate the validation report. Users also have the freedom to choose which rules to check (default to all
rules). Behind the scene, this GUI app invokes SAS to do the job.
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Display 6. NMPA Compliant Validator

The App passes the xpt files folder selected by user to the validation program, then the path will replace
the {{Folder}} to be assigned to the global macro variable G_CHECKROOT. Run the whole program and
then get the validation issues report shown in previous section.

CONCLUSION
In house developed macro solution is very efficient, and there is no learning curve for new users as the
GUI is super easy and the reports format are similar to already available validation tools. The advantage
of macro solution is that company have the full control over the bug fixing and adding additional rules.
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